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Abstract 
A new Lorentz-covariant gauge is presented for SU(3).  In this gauge, both the ghosts and the 
gauge fields in the (4, 5, 6, 7) gauge directions acquire half-integral spin.  As a result, the ghosts 
in these directions have the “correct” relationship between spin and statistics, while the gauge 
fields have the “incorrect” relationship.  Consequently, asymptotic ghost states are not forbidden 
in this gauge and can possibly form new matter states.  Conversely, asymptotic gauge fields in the 
(4, 5, 6, 7) directions are forbidden in this gauge, so the SU(3) symmetry is broken down to an 
SU(2)xU(1) symmetry asymptotically.  
 
Introduction 
To quantize SU(3), one must first choose eight gauge conditions – one for each of the 
eight adjoint gauge directions.  The standard choice is to impose the eight conditions 0=∂ aAµµ , 
where aAµ  is the gauge field and the index a runs from 1 to 8.  In this paper, the standard gauge 
condition will be employed for the (1, 2, 3, 8) gauge directions, but a generalized axial gauge 
condition of the form ( ) 0=Γ bab Aµµ  will be employed for the (4, 5, 6, 7) directions.  Here 
( )abµΓ  are constant matrices in the adjoint gauge space that are formed from “spin” matrices 
( )abT µ  that transform as a 4-vector in the presence of global gauge transformations.  
The antifield formalism is used in the paper to derive gauge-fixed actions, and the paper 
begins with a definition of notation for that formalism.  Next, the matrices ( )abT µ  are identified 
and shown to transform like a 4-vector as long as every Lorentz transformation is accompanied 
by a corresponding global gauge transformation.  The new Lorentz-invariant gauge-fixed action 
is then presented, and it is shown that four of the ghosts have spin ½, three have spin 1, and one 
has spin 0.  Furthermore, the gauge fields associated with the spin ½ ghosts also acquire half-
integral spin due to the global gauge transformation.  The paper ends with discussion, including 
speculative comparisons between the SU(2)xU(1) of this model and that of the Standard Model. 
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Antifield Formalism Notation 
The antifield formalism is a Lagrangian-based technique that can be used to create 
Lorentz-invariant, gauge-fixed actions.  In this formalism, the gauge-fixed action for SU(3) is 
given by [1] 
 
{ }aacbaabcbabaaa cbcccfcDAFFxdS **** 21414 +−+−= ∫ µµµνµν ,  (1) 
where  aFµν  is the usual field-strength tensor, 
ac  are ghosts, ab  are multipliers used to enforce 
gauge conditions, and aA µ* , ac * and ac *  are “antifields”.  The “antifields” can be expressed in 
terms of standard fields through the following relations  
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where Ψ  is a “gauge-fixing fermion” that one may freely choose.   
To illustrate how the antifield formalism works, it is helpful to use it to derive the 
standard Lorentz gauges.  For standard Lorentz-covariant gauges like )(xfAa =∂ µµ , one 
normally chooses a gauge-fixing fermion of the form 
( ){ }aaa bAcxd ξµµ 2140 +∂=Ψ ∫ .      (3) 
After using (2) to replace the antifields with standard fields and then integrating ( )*exp iS  over 
ab , the gauge-fixed action becomes 
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This is the standard Lorentz-covariant action with the usual Fadeev-Popov ghosts and gauge-
fixing term.   
 
Construction of Spin Matrices and Transformations 
 For the new gauge, one must first find a set of matrices ( )abiT  that close in an SU(2) 
“spin” group, but “live” in the 8-dimensional adjoint space of SU(3).  The adjoint representation 
matrices  
( ) abcbca ifF −≡         (5)  
“live” in the correct space, and the first three of them close in an SU(2) group 
[ ] kijkji FiFF ε=,   for ( )3,2,1∈i ,      (6) 
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so they have the right properties.  The 8x8 matrices iF are block diagonal with different blocks 
having different SU(2) representations:  The first three indices form a 3x3 spin 1 representation, 
indices 4-7 form a 4x4 spin ½ representation, and index 8 forms a 1x1 spin 0 representation. 
 It is useful to define notation that separates the spin ½ block of iF  from the other blocks: 
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The 4x4 matrices iτ  have the same commutation relations, anti-commutation relations, and 
eigenvalues as Pauli matrices.  As a result, they have the correct properties to act as spin matrices 
for ghosts in the new gauge.  To create Lorentz-covariant actions, one must also define a “time” 
component: 
 ( )iττ µ ,1= .         (8) 
The 4x4 matrices in (8) can be used to build the full 8x8 matrices referred to in the Introduction: 
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00 ABabT .       (9) 
The next step is to find global gauge transformations that will cause the above quantities to 
transform like 4-vectors.   
In analogy with transformations for standard spin ½ fields, one may define the following 
transformation matrices (see for example [2]): 
 ( )( )FviL rrr ⋅+≡Λ ωexp  
 ( )( )FviR rrr ⋅−≡Λ ωexp        (10)  
where iω  and iv  are real constants representing rotations and boosts, respectively.  It will be 
stipulated here that every time one performs a Lorentz transformation, one must also perform the 
following corresponding generalized global gauge transformations:  
 

RL
aa AFAA Λ′Λ→≡ µµµ  
 

RL
aa cFcc ΛΛ→≡  
 

RL
AA CFcC ΛΛ→≡   indices ( )8,3,2,1∈A   

LLcFcc ΛΛ→≡
αα
   indices ( )7,6,5,4∈α    (11) 
In the first equation above, the prime on the right-hand side is a reminder that the Lorentz 
transformation also has an effect on the spacetime indices of the gauge field.  In analogy with 
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standard spinor analyses, these transformations cause quantities like ( )cTc µTr  to transform like 
Lorentz 4-vectors. 
 Since these global gauge transformations are correlated with Lorentz transformations, 
they impart spin to the fields.  The spin may be calculated by considering infinitesimal spatial 
rotations then determining the amount that the gauge transformations contribute to the conserved 
angular momentum.  For an infinitesimal rotation, the ghost field transforms as follows 
 b
iabiaa cfcc ω+→ .        (12) 
Following standard spin derivations (see for example [3]), one finds that the spins of the ghost 
fields in the i direction are given by the eight eigenvalues of iabf .  In other words, the ghosts in 
the (1, 2, 3) directions form a spin 1 triplet, the ghost in the 8 direction is a spin 0 singlet, and the 
ghosts in the (4, 5, 6, 7) directions form a spin ½ quadruplet.  These latter four ghosts are 
particularly interesting since they have the correct relationship between spin and statistics, so they 
could exist in asymptotic states. 
 The adjoint indices of the gauge fields undergo the same transformation as the ghosts, so 
they also acquire new spin in addition to the spin 1 that comes from their spacetime indices.  
Adding these contributions, the gauge fields in the (1, 2, 3) directions have spin 0, 1, or 2, the 
gauge fields in the 8 direction have spin 1, and those in the (4, 5, 6, 7) directions have spin ½ or 
3/2.  The fields in the latter four directions have the wrong relationship between spin and 
statistics, so they cannot exist in asymptotic states.  Therefore, the transformations (11) have the 
effect of removing those guage fields asymptotically from the theory and thereby breaking the 
SU(3) symmetry down to SU(2)xU(1) asymptotically. 
 
A new Lorentz-invariant gauge-fixed action 
It is now possible to write down the following 8 gauge conditions for SU(3): 
AA bA ξµµ 21−=∂   for indices ( )8,3,2,1∈A      (13) 
( ) 0Tr =µµα ATF  for indices ( )7,6,5,4∈α .     (14) 
Condition (13) is manifestly Lorentz-invariant, even in the presence of generalized global gauge 
transformations.  Given the definitions and transformations of (11), condition (14) is also 
Lorentz-invariant.  This can be seen in the following way:  Upon a Lorentz transformation (with 
corresponding gauge transformation),  

RRRLLR ATATAT ΛΛ=Λ′ΛΛΛ→ µ
µ
µ
µ
µ
µ
,    (15) 
where 1=ΛΛ LR  has been used.  Consequently, 
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The last term is another way to say that RR F ΛΛ
α
 only produces terms proportional to βF , 
where both ( )7,6,5,4, ∈βα .  As a result, if (14) holds in one reference frame, then it holds in all 
reference frames accessible from a Lorentz transformation.  Equation (14) can also be written in 
the form ( ) 0=Γ βµαβµ A  with ( ) ( )βµααβµ FTFTr=Γ , which is the form mentioned in the 
Introduction.  In this form it is clear that (14) is a Lorentz-invariant generalization of the axial 
gauge. 
 To implement the new gauge conditions in the action, one can define the following 
gauge-fixing fermion: 
 
( ) ( ){ }µµµµ ξ ATcBACxd 2Tr 214311 ++∂=Ψ ∫ ,    (17) 
where the factor of 31  compensates for the fact that { } abba FF δ3Tr = .  Using equation (2) to 
replace the antifields and then integrating over Ab , one finds: 
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[ ]( ){ } 
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−∂++ cAigcTcAbT ,Tr32 µµµµµ    (18) 
The first line reflects the standard Lorentz gauge fixing for directions (1, 2, 3, 8), while the 
second line implements the new gauge fixing for the other directions.  Using the transformations 
of (11), it is straightforward to verify that this gauge-fixed action is Lorentz-invariant.   
 One may wonder whether this action is Hermitian in all reference frames since the 
transformations (11) do not preserve the Hermiticity of µA .  The answer is this:  One may pick a 
reference frame in which µA , 
ac , and αb  are Hermitian, while Ac  and αc  are anti-Hermitian.  
In this reference frame it can be easily verified that the action of (18) is Hermitian.  If the action 
is Hermitian in that one frame, then as a result of Lorentz invariance, it is Hermitian in all 
reference frames even though each field does not individually maintain its Hermiticity. 
 It should be noted that a slightly different choice of gauge-fixing fermion can be used to 
introduce a mass scale into the action.  Using (1) and (2), if one adds a term of 8mc into the 
gauge-fixing fermion, then there will be a new term in the gauge-fixed action  
( )ccFimccmf 831821 Tr=− βααβ       (19) 
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which can be seen to be Lorentz-invariant using (11).  This behavior of this “mass” term will not 
be explored here. 
 
Conclusion 
 A new Lorentz-covariant gauge has been presented for SU(3).  The new gauge includes a 
generalized axial gauge condition in the (4, 5, 6, 7) adjoint gauge directions.  In order for the new 
gauge-fixed action to remain Lorentz-invariant, every Lorentz transformation must be 
accompanied by a generalized global gauge transformation.  This global gauge transformation 
imparts an additional spin ½ to both ghosts and gauge fields in the (4, 5, 6, 7) directions.  With 
this extra spin, the gauge fields in those directions have the wrong relationship between spin and 
statistics, so they cannot exist asymptotically, whereas the ghosts have the correct relationship, so 
they can exist asymptotically.  As a result, the gauge condition asymptotically breaks SU(3) down 
to an SU(2)xU(1) symmetry with spin ½ ghosts. 
 It is tempting to compare the SU(2)xU(1) symmetry constructed in this way with the 
SU(2)xU(1) symmetry of the Standard Model.  For example, if one introduced a left-handed 
triplet of leptons to interact with SU(3) and called them (“neutrino”, “electron”, “positron”), then 
after symmetry breaking, the triplet would break into a doublet and a singlet with the correct 
quantum numbers.  The SU(3)-derived theory would have an “electroweak” mixing angle of 
exactly 41
2sin =Wθ  as opposed to the measured value of 0.23 [4], but differences in the theories 
could also affect the effective angles measured experimentally.  Could the spin ½ ghosts play the 
role of quarks in this model?  It is intriguing that the factors of 1/3 in front of the traces in the 
Lagrangian translate into factors of 1/3 in front of the “electric” charge interaction terms, and that 
BRST constraints on ghosts have the effect of “confining” ghosts into BRST-invariant 
combinations.  It would be interesting to further explore these analogies to see how well they 
would hold up. 
 In any case, it is hoped that the present work will open a discussion around whether 
ghosts could acquire spin and actually be “seen” asymptotically, whether symmetry breaking 
could be stimulated by a gauge condition, and whether it is possible to have Lorentz-invariant 
gauges without derivatives. 
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